Abstract. Gold clusters supported on Al 2 O 3 and TiO 2 have been exposed to different mixtures of CO and O 2 . Their structure has been probed in situ using X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) at the Au L 3 -edge. In all materials, the dominant phase during catalysis is Au 0 . Both samples show variations of the electronic structure of the gold clusters with changing reaction conditions as evidenced by changes in the X-ray absorption near-edge (XANES) region. These variations are caused by interaction between the gold clusters and the carbon monoxide present in the gas phase. The gold atoms remain zerovalent throughout all experiments confirming the importance of Au 0 for catalytic activity.
INTRODUCTION
Due to its noble character, gold has been regarded as inactive in catalysis. This view changed upon the discovery of low-temperature CO oxidation catalysts by Haruta [1] who found that small gold particles are active in a variety of reactions. Despite the amount of research papers published since then, the question of why supported gold catalysts are active for lowtemperature oxidation reactions remains at best vaguely solved. Various models are presented to explain the unusual reactivity of supported gold clusters. Anionic [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , cationic [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] or neutral [13, 14] gold species are discussed as active phase. The support strongly influences the activity of the gold clusters; active and inactive oxides are distinguished [15] . X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has been applied in numerous catalytic studies, especially due to the in situ capability and the variety of materials that can be studied. We have recently used this technique to investigate gold nanoparticles supported on a variety of oxides [16] . It was found that in all catalysts the majority of the gold atoms are zerovalent under CO oxidation conditions. In contrast to the bulk metal reduced small Au clusters are sensitive to oxidating atmosphere; evidence for cluster re-oxidation has recently been given [17] . A recent study [18] provided direct evidence of O 2 and CO activation over the gold nano-particles in Au/Al 2 O 3 catalysts. The aim of this XAS study is to elucidate electronic and geometric interactions between active gold clusters and a gas phase containing various mixtures of CO and O 2 . Our data will provide evidence for CO activation on the Au clusters in Au/Al 2 O 3 and Au/TiO 2 .
EXPERIMENTAL
Au/Al 2 O 3 (0.3 wt%) was prepared by a modified incipient method as described in [16] . Au/TiO 2 (4 wt%) was prepared by deposition-precipitation with urea as described in [19] . Au L 3 XAS experiments were carried out at station BM01B of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), France and at station 9.3 of the SRS Daresbury laboratory, UK. A plug-flow type in situ spectroscopic cell [20] was used for the experiments. Au L 3 XAS data were taken in fluorescence yield mode using a 13-element solid state detector (BM01B) and transmission mode (9.3). Higher harmonics were rejected using a Cr mirror (BM01B) or a double crystal monochromator detuned to 80% of the maximum Bragg intensity (9.3). One XANES scan was acquired every 15 minutes. Each EXAFS scan took 30 minutes; 4 spectra were averaged to improve the S/N ratio. Data were analyzed using the IFEFFIT library [21] and its front ends ATHENA and ARTEMIS [22] . Reference paths have been calculated using FEFF6 [23] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The catalyst precursors were reduced in situ in a 5% H 2 /He mixture, the process was monitored by Au L 3 XANES spectroscopy. Au/Al 2 O 3 was fully reduced at 470 K, Au/TiO 2 at 370 K [16] . This reduction process ensures a comparable electronic structure prior to any reactant exposure which is essential for analyzing the subtle changes occurring during the subsequent experiments. After reduction, excess H 2 was purged with He for 30 minutes. EXAFS fits of the catalysts in He at 300 K are presented in Table 1 . Fits were performed in multiple k-weightings of 1, 2 and 3; all parameters were allowed to vary freely. Comparable R-factors of about 0.01 were obtained for both catalysts in all k-weightings, suggesting a stable fit. The low coordination numbers of the Au-Au shell suggest low particle sizes between 1 and 2 nm. This has been confirmed by additional TEM investigations (not shown). Both catalysts show a significant Au-Au bond length contraction, which has been observed in other studies [17, 24] . In both cases the presence of an Au-O backscattering contribution suggests interaction with the support material.
The samples were then exposed to various CO:O 2 mixtures. XANES spectra were taken after mass spectrometer traces indicated that the system is in a steady state. After careful normalization of the data we observed slight variations of the XANES signature close to the absorption edge (Fig. 1A) . XANES difference spectra between the sample in the respective gas atmosphere and a reference spectrum recorded in He reveal the presence of a near-edge resonance for both catalysts in all experimental conditions (Fig. 1B) . This near-edge resonance is more intense in CO-rich gas atmospheres. The presence of a resonance close to the absorption edge suggests a depletion of d-electron density from the gold clusters. Carbon monoxide is known to adsorb at very low temperatures on gold single crystals [25] . Ab initio calculations using the FEFF8 [26] code have been performed [16, 18] using various geometry-optimized Au n -CO clusters based on ref. [27] . These show that the shape of the difference spectra can be explained by variations in the dprojected density of states caused by the adsorption of CO. Using the Blyholder bonding model this interaction can be described as electron backdonation from the 5d band of Au to the 2π * molecular orbitals of CO. The low intensity of the observed changes can be explained by considering that (i) only low coordinated surface atoms will participate in the Au-CO interactions and (ii) the Au-CO interaction is relatively weak. The close similarity between the observed spectra and Au 0 XANES signatures suggests that in both catalysts the gold particles retain a metallic state throughout any reactant exposure, which is consistent with the interpretation of Haruta [13, 14] FIGURE 1A. Au L 3 XANES spectra of Au/Al 2 O 3 (0.3 wt%) and Au/TiO 2 (4 wt%) exposed to various CO:O 2 mixtures at 300 K. Small changes in the near-edge area are presented as difference spectra in Fig. 1B . The inlay shows the unweighted EXAFS data for both catalysts in He at 300 K. FIGURE 1B. In situ XANES difference spectra for Au/Al 2 O 3 (0.3 wt%) and Au/TiO 2 , (4 wt%) given as μ(CO/O 2 )-μ(He). All spectra taken at 300 K. that small metallic clusters are causing the high activity of supported Au catalysts. 
CONCLUSIONS
Current work in our laboratories focuses on the mechanism of oxygen activation over supported Au catalysts. Subtle changes in the electronic structure of the active site of supported gold catalysts have been elucidated using difference XANES spectroscopy. Both catalysts (Au/Al 2 O 3 , Au/TiO 2 ) show adsorption of CO on the active site when exposed to varying CO:O 2 mixtures. Adsorption of CO results in d-band depletion of the Au clusters causing the observed nearedge resonance.
